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ABSTRACT

F~ffective assurance of the integrity and performance of aging aircraft structures, particular] y those that arc
made of composite materials, requires rapid inspection of large areas. Removal from the aircraft for NDF3 at an
inspection facility is not economical and preferably the inspection should be performed at the field setting.
Detection and characterization of defects are labor intcmive, time consuming and whetl the process is manual the
results arc subjected to hutnan error. These Ii mitat ions of the standard NDE methods created a need for portable,
user fricndl y inspect ion systems that can rapidly and automatically scan large areas of complex structures and
locate all the detrimental material conditions. Addressing this need has been an evolutionary process that followed
the technology trend, and unique devices were developed to perform field inspection. Such a development
required integration of expertise in multidisciplinary areas that include NDE, tclerobotics, neural networks,
materials science, imbcddcd computing and automated control. Various portable inspection systems have emerged
and the trend is toward fully automatic systems that autonomously inspect aircrafl.
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INTRODUCTION

The current usc of aging aircraft significantly longer than their design life has added a great degree of
urgency to the ongoing need for low-cost, rapid, simple-to-operate, reliable and efficient NDE methods for
detection and characterization of flaws. The issue of aging aircraft is of concern to the users and operators of
both the military and commercial aircraft. The 1988 failure of the F30cing aircraft operated by Aloha Airlines
heightened the level of attention to the issue of aging commercial aircraft from manufacturers, users and the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). in many cases, the problem of field inspection is complex due to the
limitation of current technology and the need to disassemble aircraft structures for NDE in lab conditions.
Labor itltcnsive inspection in field conditions demands great attention to details by inspection personnel
and is subject to human errors and limited in reliability. The interpretation] ofthc data depends critically on the
inspectors’ experience, competence, attentiveness and meticulous dedication. I;or instance, rivet crack
inspection with eddy current detectors is known to be a mundane and painstaking task, which can lead to a
significant decrease in the it]spcctor attention daring a long inspection session, On the other hand, disassembly
of structures and inspection in laboratory conditions is costly and not practical in many cases. These inspection
limitations arc hampering the growth in usage of composite structures for construction of aircraft since these
structures arc sensitive to impact damage that can occur at any point and any time over large areas. To
overcome the limitations of standard NDE methods, reliable field inspection systems are beitlg developed for
rapid ND13 of large and complex-shape structures. For military aircraft, an additional constraint needs to be

accounted and it is requirement to operate also at harsh, hostile and remote conditions (extreme temperature,
battlefield, remote expctliscj etc.) with minimum human interference.
IN recent years, to address the need for rapid imspcction in field conditions, various types ofportab]e
scanners were developed using such ND13 methods as visual, eddy currents, ultrasonics, shcarography, and
thermography. 2’lIc emphasis of this manuscript is on ultrasonic NDE scanners, their evolution the expected
direction of development and the role that intelligent NIIE can play.
RAPID INSPFWTION SCANNERS

For more than four decades, ultrasonics has been one ofthc leading NDE methods. The development of
scanners made the biggest impact on the wide L]SC of this method since scanners allowed producing detailed
images of the flaws size and location. Further, the process of recording the data became consistent and allowed
the application of simple reccptionhcjection criteria for the simplification of the inspection standards. For a
long time, the automated inspection capability (also known as C-scan) was available only for lab conditions and
field inspection was performed manually. The emergence of microprocessors enabled to make such systems
capable to perform contour following of structures and to operate concurrently with the details of the CAD
drawing. Full aircraft structures, sLlch as the wing of the I larrier, arc now tested routinely by such systems in
lab conditions (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: MDC large scanner
testing a full wing of an aircraft.

With the evolution ofpcrsonal compulcrs and microclcctronics, it bccamc possible to produce portable
C-scanners that can oJ~eratc in the field [1]. The original portable scanners were relatively heavy and consisted
of a simple bridge with mobile set of boxes that were carried to the field awl performed scanning, data
acquisition, imaging and storage. To support the formation of the C-scan images, encoding methods were
developed to provide probe location information wbilc operating on aircraft structures directly in the field.
SL]ch position encoding methods include the usc of acoustic waves, as is 1S1S that was developed by General
Dynamics under a contract from the Air Force (see Figure 2), optical scales, and various other encoding
techniques. Due to the inaccuracy ofthc acoustic encoding technique it was phased out and most of the current
portable scanners rely on the use of optical encoders. ‘lo inspect vertical surfaces or testing the bottom surface
of aircraft wings, strapping techniques and vacuum cups were employed (e.g., QMI’s portable scanner, see

Figure 3) securing the attachment of tbc C-scan bridge. Since aircraft structures have a complex geometry, the
use of flat portable C-scan bridges is encountered with difficulties associated with the gap that is formed
between tbe straight bridge and tbc curved surface ofthc aircraft. The PANDA Scanner (made by Tcktrcncl)
addressed this issue by employing a flexible am that flexes its curvature to conform with tbc surface contour
and ensuring contact between the transducer that test surface. ‘]’hc introduction ofportablc c-scan bridges
enabled tbe automation of ultrasonic field inspection and significantly improved the reliability of such field
tests, Ilowcvcr, such scanners provide an effective inspection capability only over tbc area that is covered by
the seamer bridge. Covering a large area of an aircraft requires performing multiple scans wbcrc tbc operator
moves the seamer from one ]ocat ion to anotbcr to form scan-t i ICS unt i I the fill I structure is covered.

Figure 2: 1S1S
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Figure 3: QMl scanner using a por{able
bridge and two suction cLIps to sccLIrc the
bridge position during scan.

INSPECTION CRAW ,ERS

Automated devices that can be attached to an aircraft skin and travel on it while scanning and inspecting
it can greatly expedite the rate of inspection and minimize human interference in this task that requires minimal
skill, increasingly crawling devices arc being reported as a solution to the need for mobile unconstrained
seamers. ~’hc usc of suction cups has become a leading form of controlled adherence to aircraft surfaces and

several SLICCtXSfLIl devices were reported in the last several years. The Automated Non DcstrLlctive lnspcctor and
the Autocrawler are some of the more known mobile portable scanners [1-2]. In recognition of the need to have
a compact, more maneuverable crawler, .lPL recently dcvclopcd a small, highly dexterous crawler with a
payload to weight ratio of about 10:1. This MLlltifLlllCtiOll Automated ~rawling System (MAC3) was designed
to perform complex scanning tasks [3]. MA~S employs ultrasonic motors for mobility and sLlction cL[ps for
sLlrface adherence. MA~S has two legs for linear molion and a rotation clement for tLirning, thus allowing to
perform any simultaneous combination of motion from linear to rotation around the central axis. In Figure 4,
MA~S is shown crawling vertically on the surface of atl Air Force C-5 aircraft. A schematic view of the steps
that arc involved with mobili~ing MA~S and the position ofthc various sLlction cLIps and legs arc shown in
I:igLirc 5.
Applications of MAC% itlclude inspection of composite and metallic strL1ctLms for detection of cracks,
corrosion, impact damage, Lmbonds, dclaminations, fire damage, porosity and other flaws, paint thickness
mcasLlrcmcnt. Also, MACX can be Lmd to identify dents and individLtal fasteners. The development of MACX
was benefited from the ongoing JPL development of miniatL[rc planetary rovers, telcrobotic technology and
NDE techtliqLlcs.

FigLlre 4: MAC3 crawling on the ~-5 aircraft [patent pending].

J~igLwc 5: MA~S crawler mobility control. Solid circles represent
activated suction cLqm and hollow circles represent resting cLlps.
Forward travel is S11OW; On the left and a simLlltancoLls travel/rotat ion
is shown on the right. ‘
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AUTONOMOIJS t;RAIVI,ERS USING INTK1,I.lGI~NT NDE
Autonomy of NDE crawlers is a key technology for the aLltomation of sLIch devices for field scanning of
complex aerospace strLlctLlres. An aLltonomoLls crawler catl be monitored remotely by centrally located experts
that are eqLlippcd with know-how, database, analytical tools, (~AD drawing, and acccptircjcct criteria. Such a
capability will allow rapid response to inspection ncccls, part icu]arl y in cases of crisis where there is a need to

rapidly examine a full flight of a particLllar aircraft model all over tbc world. An autonomous crawler can be
operated during aircraft idle time allowing to reduce tbc need to ground aircraft for impcc.tion. A combination
of visual, ccldy cuncnt and ultrasonic payload (mctbocls that offer portable sensors) arc cxpcctcd to bc tbc
leading NDR methods that arc usccl on an aLltonomous crawler.
Tbc technology that can enable sLIch capabilities has been in development at .lPI. for tbe exploration of
Mars, wberc tbe Mars Patbfindcr already enjoyed some of its benefits. Miniature robotic techno]ogics with onboard intelligence arc being clcvelopcd for fLltare missions where the rovers will examine, select and collect
samples from Mars wbilc avoiding obstacles during operation in an unknown terrain. Since communication
between Earth and Mars takes about 12 minutes cacb way, tbc ncccl for autonomous operation rather than
remote control is critical to the SLICCCSS of tbc missions. l’hc .lll.’s crawler MA~S is currently using umbilical
cord for power, colllllllltlicatioll/cotltrol aml to provide air pressure for tbc ejection and activation of tbc vacLlum
cLlps. Future efforts will involve increased autonomous operation and a Complete wirc]ess portability. potential
fLlturc dcvclopmcnt incluclcs a miniatLwc on-board vacuum pump, power and completing capability. Further,
intelligent NDE tccbniqLlcs can be used to allow detection atd cbaractcri~ation of flaws and material properties
determination [4]. Oawlers can employ local Global Positioning Systems (GPS) to clcterminc tbc absolute
coordinate witboLlt tbc need for a complex, expensive and heavy encoder. FLlrthcr, sLlcb GPS systems will allow
relating tbc location ofthc crawler on tbe aircraft to the dctailccl drawing and assist in tbe data interpretation and
flaw location and identification.
The usc of sLIch crawlers as MA~S to serve as a sbuttlc crawler to carry tbc pmbc bead of tbc
McDonnell I~oLlglas’ MAUS Llnit (which is highly supported by tbe Air F’orcc) can provide a powerful
inspection tool. MAUS is a dcvicc that uses a bancl-held scanner to move a series of probes horizontally while
an operator moves the scanner vertically. Iimploying a crawler as the MA~S for fonvard and backward
mobility will cnabl~, ~o aL]tonomoLlsly inspect vertical sarfaccs and bottom of aircraft strLlcturcs. To protect
elements oftbc aircraft that rise above tbc sLlrfacc from accidental damage, a virtLlal vision system will bc used
with collision avoidance software. To cnhancc tbc inspection capability ofthc combined systems, a ncLwal
network data intcrprctalion can be L[scd. MACX can be controlled rcmotc]y via the use of ]ntcrnet allowing
multiple users to control it using password and tbLls limiting tbc access to tbc control capability.

FIGURE 6: A view ofthc MAUS portable scanner in
operation. The scanner is a band-held Llnit.
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The clcvelopmcnt of MACX3 was done under a .lct PropLllsion I,aboratory, California lnstitLltc of
Technology, contract with tbe Air Force Material Commatlcl, Kelly Air Force Base.
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